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The importance of recycling
The legislative objectives in terms of recycling and reuse of 
packaging are more and more stringent. This increases the need to 
produce packaging that can be recycled as effectively as possible. 
Ritrama therefore makes its technology available to support brand 
owners with RI-MOVE, a series of self-adhesive materials developed 
to meet both the most stringent requirements for recycling and 
reuse of glass and PET containers and the needs of customers.
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RI-MOVE GLASS: reusable packaging
The right products for reusable glass containers. The RI-MOVE Glass series, thanks to the AR816 and WR40 adhesive 
technologies combined with film and paper face materials, ensures a quick release of the label from the bottle without 
leaving residues. These adhesives have been designed to remain adherent to the label without leaving any contaminants 
in the washing system itself. The WR40 adhesive can be virtually combined with any paper face of the Ritrama range. 
 
RI-MOVE PET: virtuous recycling  
For clean, fast and easy recycling of PET containers. RI-MOVE PET’s AR842 adhesive is designed to detach from PET flakes 
allowing polypropylene label fragments to float in the hot alkaline bath during the industrial washing process. The PET 
fragments, which are now clean and residue-free, can be recycled to produce the highest quality PET.
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PRODUCT ADHESIVE LINER FACE WEIGHT 
g/m²

FACE 
THICKNESS µ DESCRIPTION

4-RL2B-03656 RI-MOVE GLASS / PET GLOSS CLEAR AR816 PET30 58,5 45 Gloss clear polyester.

4-RL1B-00500 RI-MOVE GLASS / CAST GLOSS WS WR40 WG62 80 88 Gloss cast coated woodfree wet strength white paper

4-RL1B-01882 RI-MOVE GLASS / COATED 80 WR40 YG60 80 65 Medium gloss white coated woodfree paper.

4-RL1B-09466 RI-MOVE GLASS / COATED 80 WS WR40 PET30 80 65 Medium gloss white wet strength coated woodfree paper.

4-RL1C-00503 RI-MOVE GLASS / MATT WS WR40 WG74 90 86 White wet resistant, matt coated paper, woodfree.

4-RL1F-09467 RI-MOVE GLASS / METALVAC SILVER WR40 PET30 83 66 Top coated, gloss silver vacuum metallised paper.

4-RL1C-01729 RI-MOVE GLASS / VELLUM SC WR40 YG60 70 69 White woodfree surface sized supercalendered paper

4-RL2D-11181 RI-MOVE PET / PP 60 GLOSS WHITE AR842 PET23* 45 60 Gloss white top coated cavitated polypropylene

4-RL2D-11183 RI-MOVE PET / PP 50 GLOSS CLEAR AR842 PET23* 45 50 Gloss clear top coated polypropylene

4-RL2D-11194 RI-MOVE PET / PP 50 GLOSS SILVER AR842 PET23* 45 50 Gloss silver metallized top coated polypropylene

* Available also with glassine liner on request.

A specific test is recommended to validate the performance of the product 
under the actual conditions of use, depending on the material, inks and 
paints used in the final application. 


